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Get up-to-date information about the latest efforts to save this critically endangered parrot unique to 

Western Australia  
https://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-the-Western-Ground-Parrot-283796521652371/ 

https://twitter.com/FriendsWGP 

 

Another chapter in the translocation story! 

 

Recently released, translocated male western ground parrot with Argos and VHF transmitters. 

(Photo: S Ford, DBCA) 

In this issue: 

• Parks and Wildlife report on the second translocation outcomes! 

• Kyloring at the Zoo and improvements to the aviary. Lead up to the breeding season 

• Chair’s Chirpings and Membership renewals 



Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) 

Parks and Wildlife Service 

Kyloring – an exciting autumn (Djeran) – winter (Makuru)  

Sarah Comer, Abby Thomas, Abby Berryman, Helena Stokes, Mark Blythman, Deon Utber, Carly 

Watson, Stewart Ford, Arthur Ferguson, Emma Adams, Allan Burbidge 

Since the last newsletter update the DBCA-led project team have been very busy working on 

monitoring ground parrots across the region, in addition to continuing to support feral cat and fox 

control in both Cape Arid – Nuytsland and the translocation site.   

One of the most important jobs for the team in Djeran (April-May) was to complete the ground 

parrot monitoring in Cape Arid and Nuytsland. This time of year is our standard annual intensive 

monitoring session, which allows us to assess trends in the ground parrot population over time. 

Autonomous Recording Units (ARUs) were deployed in February to monitor six areas of core habitat, 

and a small team of staff and volunteers had planned to retrieve these in early May.  Unseasonal 

rain in April led to most of the tracks in both Cape Arid and Nuytsland being closed to reduce the risk 

of spreading dieback, with access eventually only being possible to a small area once some of the 

tracks had dried out.  The small team of six (four staff supported by volunteers Sam and Sian) walked 

over 120 km in two days to service four of the intensive monitoring grids and 12 units on the solar 

ARU network.  These data were processed by the end of May, with good calling rates across the 

subset of areas surveyed. This important data underpinned the decision to take more birds for 

translocation and is essential to ensure that there is no detrimental impact on the source 

population. 

At the translocation site, the network of ARUs were also serviced in April and May and we were 

delighted to not only find birds calling on four of these ARUs, but also two birds calling together in 

the same area. ARU monitoring at the release site was supplemented by listening surveys in March, 

supported by volunteers and members of the Friends committee – with some listeners rewarded by 

hearing a few ground parrot calls.  Combined with the data confirming that the population in Cape 

Arid-Nuytsland was looking good, this met the last of the requirements for continuing with the 

second year of the translocation. 

 

Carly Watson joined the DBCA team in May 2022, and spent her first week in her new job helping to 

service the ARU network in Cape Arid and Nuytsland NR (Photo: S. Comer, DBCA) 



The project team, bolstered by additional BirdLife staff, highly experienced volunteers and 

colleagues from Perth Zoo, departed for Cape Arid again in early June to complete the second year 

of capture work.  Again, the team was limited in areas of ground parrot habitat that could be 

accessed, but June was not as wet as April, and for a winter trip the weather was mostly kind.  In the 

19 days of the capture trip, there were only a couple of days of inclement weather which impacted 

on trapping efforts, and only one that impacted the camp. Unfortunately, the latter, a day of gales 

and wind gusts in excess of 70km/h, coincided with a visit from the Threatened Species 

Commissioner Fiona Fraser and her colleague Elliott Bell, who visited the remote camp with DBCA’s 

Regional Manager Peter Hartley and Esperance District Manager Tasman Douglass. Fiona and Elliott 

camped with us for the night and were both rewarded with ground parrot calls in an area burnt 

extensively in the 2019 fires. It was a wonderful opportunity for them to meet the diverse team 

working and volunteering on the project. 

 

The field capture team in Cape Arid with Threatened Species Commissioner Fiona Fraser 

 and Elliott Bell (Photo: R. Almuna Morales) 

With the monitoring data from the ARUs combined with pre-capture listening surveys, the team was 

able to target capture locations, and over a period of 11 days, eight ground parrots were caught.  

This capture work represents an enormous effort by nine ‘A’ class bird banders (skilled in running 

the mist-nets used to catch birds) supported by a very competent group of assistants.   

Once captured, each ground parrot was taken back to camp and given a thorough health check by 

Perth Zoo veterinarian Catherine Binns. Seven of the birds were given a clean bill of health, but one 

male was in poor condition and appeared to have a pre-existing injury and/or health condition that 

meant he would have been unlikely to survive in the wild. This bird was cared for at the field camp 

for a few days to give him some recovery time before the decision was made to transfer him to 

Perth Zoo for specialised veterinary care. He is steadily recovering and will enjoy a comfortable life 

as part of the captive ground parrot program at the zoo.  

Once health checks were completed, the birds were placed into purpose-built temporary holding 

boxes. The holding boxes are padded to provide a safe and secure space for the ground parrots and 



are provisioned with plenty of seed and freshly gathered food plants from the area. While in holding, 

the birds were cared for by Perth Zoo ground parrot husbandry specialist Arthur Ferguson. Arthur 

used 24-hour video surveillance to monitor the birds’ well-being without disturbing them, and heat 

lamps were set up to provide optimum conditions to support the birds when the weather turned 

cold. The birds made the most of the plentiful food in the box and soon settled in to feed.  

 

A ground parrot holding box with a range of fresh native food plants (Photo: Arthur Ferguson, DBCA)  

 

CCTV monitoring of the ground parrots allowed the birds to be closely monitored throughout the 

holding and transport to their new home (Photo: A Ferguson, DBCA) 



Birds were transferred by road to the translocation site and held overnight prior to release. In the 

morning, they were given some time to feed so that they had good energy reserves for the day 

ahead of them. Once the morning had warmed up, the birds were fitted with transmitters so that we 

could follow their movements after release. Birds were released from boxes with an automated 

release, designed to minimise human presence on site and reduce stress. In 2021 we had observed 

large movements by the birds following release, which made them difficult to keep track of. This 

year we opted to try Argos satellite transmitters that were purchased by the Friends of the Western 

Ground Parrot, combined with a VHF transmitter to allow us to pinpoint the exact location of the 

bird.  Of the seven birds translocated, six were big birds in excellent condition, and this allowed us to 

fit them with the Argos satellite transmitters. The seventh bird was smaller, but just as fit and 

healthy, and she was fitted with a lighter-weight VHF-only transmitter. We were very lucky to have 

the support from the Friends to enable us to utilise this combination of satellite and VHF 

transmitters, and to date it’s been very effective in allowing us to keep track of the birds following 

release. 

This brief summary gives an idea of the work that went into this year’s translocation, and while 

significant effort went into catching and transferring birds to their new home, a huge effort has also 

gone into introduced predator and bushfire management at both sites.  This work is critical to 

providing the safest possible new home for ground parrots, and protecting the source population in 

Cape Arid and Nuytsland. 

This has been a massive team effort, supported by funding from multiple partners including the 

Friends of the Western Ground Parrot, BirdLife Australia, South Coast NRM and the State and 

Commonwealth Governments. Some new ‘Friends’ of the WGP kindly allowed us to use their home 

near the translocation site as a staging post for the parrots, which made a significant difference for 

the wellbeing of both birds and staff.  Members of the South Coast Threatened Birds Recovery Team 

continue to review all aspects of the project. DBCA staff across the region helped with management 

of both source and translocation site, loaned vehicles to the project to keep everyone mobile, and 

willingly brought out replacement camping gear to make sure everyone in the field remained 

comfortable.  In total 18 volunteers contributed 1699 hours to the project between April and June. 

Without the support of so many people this simply would not have worked, and we thank you all.  

We look forward to providing another update on the post-release monitoring in the next newsletter. 

 

 

 



Western Ground Parrot – Update from Perth Zoo 
 
Enhancements have been made at Perth Zoo’s Western Ground Parrot Aviary facilities to improve 
access to unfiltered sunlight.  
 
It was identified that the polycarbonate roof sheeting was blocking UVB which could have been a 
contributing factor with previous egg binding. Access to unfiltered sunlight provides UVB exposure, 
which in turn promotes the synthesis of Vitamin D3. This vitamin plays an essential role in the 
calcium metabolism cycle essential in the production of healthy eggs. 
 
Sections of the polycarbonate roof sheeting were removed which provides the birds with access to 
increased sunlight.  
 

 
New aviary roof modifications after two thirds of the polycarbonate roof sheeting was removed from 

the northern end of the aviary to increase UVB levels for the birds. 
 
To measure the effectiveness of the roof modifications, readings were taken both inside and outside 

of the new aviaries in March after the polycarbonate roof was removed. UV readings on 17 March 

were as follows: 

• Inside WGP06 at 12:36pm UVI = 5.1, UVB = 173.  

• Outside WGP06 at 12:39pm UVI = 8.2 and UVB = 270 

 

According to UK lighting specialist Dr. Frances M. Baines, UVI of 3.0 is thought to be sufficient to 

activate the production of Vitamin D3.  

 

With 64% of the sun’s UVB penetrating at ground level, we are achieving significantly improved UVB 

exposure for the birds.  

 

The amount of UV available to the birds varies according to the time of day, time of year and subject 

to weather conditions. UVI decreases during winter and increases significantly in summer. The 

shorter daylight length in winter vs the longer daylight length in summer also likely contributes to 



the level of UV exposure the birds receive or have access to. UVI is typically at its peak in the middle 

of the day (Figure 1) when the sun is highest in the sky. 

 

 

Figure 1: South Perth UV Index forecast for 17 March. Note period of the day when UVI is above 3.0 - 

9am to 3pm. 

 

As part of our efforts to increase UVB levels, an Arcadia super zoo fluorescent lighting unit fitted 
with 6 x 14% UVB T5 tubes has been installed in the new aviary to trial the provision of added UVB 
supplementation.  
 
The Arcadia unit positioned above the feed station in WGP05 was providing UVI of 1.4 and UVB 45 at 
ground level on 21 March. The UVI reading of 3.0 was achieved at a height of around 60cm to 80cm 
above ground level, and the UVB reading at this height was 120. The Arcadia super zoo has since 
been repositioned above the WGP06 feed station to provide increased UVB exposure for female 
Leuca. 
 
An infra-red heat lamp has also been installed in aviary WGP06 to provide female Leuca with added 
warmth at the time of egg development and laying in the event it is needed.  
 

 
 

Infrared heat lamp and Arcadia Super Zoo fluorescent lighting unit pictured top right. 



Further to the roof modification works, staff have completed the annual aviary maintenance tasks 
including vegetation maintenance, roost cleaning, netting checks, and substrate refreshments. As 
part of this process, birds were given a health check by vets. All birds were in good health. Some 
received nail trims and all birds were x-rayed in custom soft padded cardboard boxes, to provide a 
baseline skeletal x-ray that can be used by vets for future comparison. Following the completion of 
the works, the birds were returned to designated aviaries in select pairs in preparation for the 
upcoming breeding season. Birds have settled well since their return and we will start to prepare 
equipment for the breeding season.  
 

 
 

Female Leuca x-ray in custom soft padded box. 
 
A full review is nearing completion on the Western Ground Parrot diet with some changes also to be 
incorporated ahead of the breeding season.  
 
In March, Matt Ricci provided a talk to the Perth Zoo Docent Quad Squad on the work being done 
here at Perth Zoo to support the recovery efforts of the Western Ground Parrot. The DBCA’s Arthur 
Ferguson prepared a framed set of moulted Western Ground Parrot tail feathers for docents to use 
on their touch table to raise awareness for the species. Another framed set of feathers has been 
gifted to the Friends. The Zoo is facilitating a meeting between the Docents and the Friends of the 
Western Ground Parrot to optimise their awareness raising activities. 
 

 
 

Moulted tail feathers from a Perth Zoo Western Ground Parrot (Photo: Paul Wettin) 

 



Since May, male Joy and female Leuca have progressed their pair bond and commenced copulation.   
 

 
 

Male Joy copulating with female Leuca July 2022 

Male Mingko has been showing increased reproductive behavioural development in the form of 
mate feeding his sprinkler spout and increased movement in the back of his aviary closer towards 
female Kopin, however no significant interactions have been detected between this pair so far. Male 
Jinnung and female Kangal have not shown any significant development as yet. 
 
Zoo staff also provided essential support for the translocation of more birds from Cape Arid which 
has been covered in the Parks and Wildlife report. 
 



 

Congratulations to the DBCA staff and volunteers who participated in the recent, and successful, 

translocation of 7 more birds to join the birds translocated last year! For those of you who have not 

been there, Cape Arid is a very remote area and it was a major logistical challenge to undertake field 

work for the period required to capture enough birds; some three weeks again. The expertise and 

commitment required is at the highest level, and done in challenging conditions that many of us 

would find hard to tolerate. I experienced camping (in the dirt/sand) for 5 days in the capture area at 

Cape Arid a few years back. It is very exposed to the elements, wind, sun, heat, cold and often heavy 

rain. I gather that during the capture work in June several tents had to be recovered from the heath 

after being blown away by very high winds. 

And what about the work! I’m sure you will be impressed by some of the statistics provided in the 

Parks and Wildlife report. To add to that, Sarah Comer advised at our last Committee meeting that 

the total length of mist netting set up for the capture work covered over 7,000 metres! 

There has been quite a bit of media coverage locally about the translocation following the Ministers’ 

media release- https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2022/07/Joint-media-

statement--Support-for-WA's-rarest-bird.aspx. Consequently, I have done a couple of interviews, 

including with the Albany Advertiser and the ABC Goldfields-Esperance. 

Friends support for the Recovery Plan and translocation 

Over the past few months, we contributed to the following activities of the Recovery Plan, in 

addition to the video production (see below): 

• Several Friends members (including several of your Committee) participated in listening 

surveys for the birds released last year. This work will be ongoing. It is also likely members 

will be involved with further monitoring work, including for feral predator detection - watch 

this space for details to come! 

• Donations from the Rescue fund were committed to the purchase of tracking units 

mentioned in the Parks and Wildlife report. These Argos satellite units are a significant 

upgrade on the tracking units used last year, in that they include a small solar panel in 

addition to the GPS and VHF transmitters. 

• Funding support for volunteers who participated in the capture field work. 

The Friends’ financial position and ability to further contribute to aspects of the Recovery Plan is 

diminishing due to the expenditure and acquittal of the several grants and donation funds we 

received after the Cape Arid fires in early 2020. Nevertheless, we still have some funds to make 

further, albeit limited, contributions. 

 

https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2022/07/Joint-media-statement--Support-for-WA's-rarest-bird.aspx
https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2022/07/Joint-media-statement--Support-for-WA's-rarest-bird.aspx


Awareness raising 

As indicated in the last Newsletter, in partnership with Riggs Australia, 5 short Saving Kyloring videos 

(each some 2 minutes long) about last year’s translocation have been completed. Also, a final, 

combined video of around six minutes, Saving Kyloring - the story of the 2021 trial translocation, has 

been completed. All the videos are available (and for your use if needed) via our website blog 

(https://western-ground-parrot.org.au/blog-2/). These videos and particularly the combined one, 

will be an important and ongoing source of informing the wider community about Kyloring and 

actions to save this bird from extinction. This will happen for at least 2 community events in the next 

few months. 

In early April, while in Canberra, I was very fortunate to meet with the Threatened Species 

Commissioner, Dr Fiona Fraser. As well as giving her an update about the birds, the Recovery Plan 

and the Friends, I emphasised the need for a commitment of at least 3 years of Federal Government 

funding support for the Plan and particularly the translocation process. I extended an invitation to 

her to visit the south coast WA Region. 

As detailed in the Parks & Wildlife report, in June, Dr Fiona Fraser and Elliott Bell from her office 

made a visit here and other areas in the south west of WA to gain further appreciation of the 

circumstances of the numerous threatened species and relevant management actions being 

undertaken, including Kyloring. Reports on many of these activities have appeared on her Facebook 

page (https://www.facebook.com/TSCommissioner).  

Along with Dr Fraser and Elliot and Gilberts Potoroo Action Group members, I joined in a DBCA-

organised field inspection trip of an area east of Albany where many threatened species reside. Our 

visitors also had the pleasure of having a short experience of the delights of doing field work in Cape 

Arid, as noted in the Parks and Wildlife report. 

 

The inspection team for the Threatened Species Commissioner’s visit in June. Dr Fraser and Elliott Bell 

are to my immediate left. (Photo: DBCA). 

Children’s Book. We have been approached by a Perth-based author to write a children’s book 

about Kyloring. It’s very much at a preliminary scoping stage at the moment but the author’s 

https://western-ground-parrot.org.au/blog-2/
https://www.facebook.com/TSCommissioner


intention is for the book to be similar to One Potoroo: a story of survival by Penny Jaye. Our next 

Newsletter will have information on the production of this book and its use for awareness raising. 

Feral cat control project. Recently the Albany and Surrounds Feral Cat Working Group received a 

substantial grant from the WA State Natural Resource Management fund for Protecting Potoroos, 

and their Native Neighbours. The project is targeting the reduction in feral cat numbers arising from 

private land holdings in the Two Peoples Bay, Mt Manypeaks and Waychinicup National Park areas. 

The Friends Committee met with the project officer and we have offered our full support for the 

project and will participate in organised events. 

BirdLife Grant Application. In our last Newsletter we identified that the Friends provided a letter 
of support to BirdLife Australia for a grant application under the Australian Government’s 
Environment Restoration Fund – Threatened Species Strategy Action Plan – Priority Species Creating 
a future for the western ground parrot – kyloring. This grant application has been successful and will 
provide funding for the BirdLife officer Helena Stokes who is an integral part of the ground parrot 
management team. 

Notice – Annual Membership for 2022-23 

Fees for annual membership are due from 1 July 2022 and can be paid on our website - 

https://western-ground-parrot.org.au/#membership.  Fees are as follows: 

• Single Year Membership – $20  

• Family Single Year Membership – $40 

• Life Membership – $250 one-off payment 

• Life Members – no annual fees are payable 

Please note, the membership form details only need to be completed for new members.  

If members wish to provide a donation in addition to their membership fees, please do this as a 

separate payment using the donation link below or on our website. This will ensure that you are 

provided with an accurate receipt for tax deduction purposes.  Note – You cannot pay membership 

fees through the Donation Link. 

 

 

Contacts:  
  

Chairperson: Paul Wettin 
 

Email: wgparrot@gmail.com 
Mailing address: PO Box 5613, Albany, WA 6332 

 
Website: www.western-ground-parrot.org.au 

 

 

 

https://western-ground-parrot.org.au/#membership
http://www.western-ground-parrot.org.au/
https://www.givenow.com.au/groundparrot


 


